What Can Go Wrong
The problem with a number of small databases (and quite probably with many large ones) is that the initial idea of how to record and store the data is not necessarily the most useful one. Often a table or spreadsheet is y designed to mimic a possible data entry screen or a hoped-for report. This practice may be adequate for solving the immediate problem (e.g., storing the data somewhere); however, mimicking a data entry screen or report in your design inevitably leads to problems as the requirements evolve. It can make it difficult, if not impossi f ble, to get information f f for f f different reports or summaries t ff ff hat were not originally envisaged but nevertheless should be available given the data collected.
This chapter gives examples drawn from rea f f l life to i f f llustrate some very basic types of pro f blems encountered wh w w en data is stored in poorly designed spreadsheets or tables. These are real examples that I have encountered in my own design work. They do not come from a text f f book or out o k f an exam paper. Some o f f t f he data has been removed or altered to protect the identities of t f he guilty.
Mishandling Keywords and Categories
A common problem in database design is the fai f f lure to properly deal with keywor y y ds and categories. Many database applications involve data that is categorized in some way; products or events may be of interest to certain cate f gories of peop f le, and customers may a a be categorized by a y ge, interest, or income (or all three). When entering data, you usually think of an item with its particular list of categories or keywords. However, when you come to preparing reports or doing some analyses, you may need to look at t k hings the other way around. You often want to see a category wit f f h a list of a f ll its items or a count of t f he number of items. For example, you might ask, "What percentage of our customers is in the high-income bracket?" If keywords and categories are not stored correctly initially, these reports can become very difficult to produce.
Example 1-1 describes a case in which information about how plants are used was recorded in a way that seems reasonable at first glance, but that ultimately works against certain types of searc f hes that you would realistically expect to be able to perform f f .
EXAMPLE 1-1. THE PLANT DATABASE . Any logic will need to be altered to include "OR use4='hedging'," and at the back of our minds we just know that whatever number of uses we choose, eventually we will come across a plant that needs one more. The carefully collected data has unfortunately been saved in a manner that is difficult to use and maintain.
In Example 1-1, the real shame is that all the data has been carefully collected and entered, but the design of the table makes it extremely difficult to answer a question such as, "What plants are good for shelter?" The developer has done better than many in separating the uses into individual columns. Often data like this can be found stored in a single column separated by commas or other punctuation. (E.g., an entry in a single column for uses might read: "shelter, hedging, soil stability.") This is even more difficult to manage than the design in Figure 1 
The problem is that the database was designed principally to satisfy the user's immediate problem, which is: "I need to store all the info I have about each plant." The developer thought of the data in terms of a single type or class, Plant, and he saw each use as an attribute of a plant in much the same way as its genus or common name. This is fine if all you want to know are answers to questions like, "What uses does this plant have?" The approach is not so useful when going in the other direction, searching for plants having a given use.
In Example 1-1, we really have two sets or classes of data, Plants and Uses, and we are interested in the connections between them. The data modeling techniques described in the rest of the book are a practical way of clarifying exactly what it is you expect from your data and helping you decide on the best database design to support that.
Jumping ahead a bit to see a solution for the plant database problem, you can quite quickly set up a useful relational database by creating the two tables shown in Figure 1-2. (Some extra tables would be even better, but more about that in Chapter 2.) 
